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 Article I court of record (successor to the Board of Tax 
Appeals)

 Judges
− 19 regular Judges (currently 3 vacancies)

• Nominated by the President
• Confirmed by the Senate 
• 15 year term, renewable

− Special Trial Judges (currently 5) under IRC §7433A
• Appointed by Chief Judge
• Handle “small” case docket
• Assist as requested in regular docket cases

− Senior (retired) Judges (currently 10) may serve on special recall
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 The Tax Court sits in Washington, D.C., but has calendar 
calls in over 70 other cities around the country as well
− Some locations only have “small case” calendars

 Numerous other procedures vary for “small” cases
− Defined in IRC §7463 as disputes involving $50,000 or less for 

any tax period
− Less formal pleadings and essentially no discovery

• The taxpayer is pro se in many of these cases 
− Heard by Special Trial Judges
− Decision of the Court is final (no appeal)
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 Many features of the Tax Court’s procedures are a 
function of its history
− Special procedures for small tax cases
− Limited jurisdiction (although the list is expanding)
− Emphasis on informal discovery, cooperation, stipulation
− Ambiguous Constitutional parameters

• Freytag issue regarding appointment of Special Trial Judges
• Kuretski issue regarding removal of judges
• Uncertainties regarding “equity jurisdiction”
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 The Tax Court has other jurisdiction, but importantly it 
is the only prepayment forum for most tax issues

 The main jurisdiction of the Tax Court is over tax 
deficiency cases (though that covers refunds in certain 
situations)

 “Deficiency” is a term of art, defined in IRC §6211
− Basically, the formula is: Deficiency = tax on return – prior 

assessments (via amended return or by agreement) + 
“rebates”

 Key for this audience: estate and gift taxes are subject 
to the “deficiency procedures”
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 IRC §6212 authorizes the IRS to send notice of a deficiency 
to the taxpayer; but IRC §6213(a) in effect requires one

 Why?  Because under § 6213(a), the IRS is ordinarily barred
from assessing a deficiency it has determined until:
− Notice of deficiency has been sent, by certified or registered mail, to 

the taxpayer’s last known address; and
− 90 days have passed (150 days in some cases) if the taxpayer has not 

petitioned the Tax Court; or
− If the taxpayer has petitioned the Tax Court, the decision of the Tax 

Court has become “final”
 Assessing before these periods have run may be enjoined, 

notwithstanding the tax Anti-Injunction Act in IRC §7421
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 How does one “petition” the Tax Court? 
 You file a pleading called a “petition”!
 TC Rule 34(b) provides that a petition must follow a 

very specific format (see Appendix, Form 1):
1. Petitioner’s name and address
2. The date of the deficiency notice, and a copy attached
3. The tax, tax years, and amount in dispute
4. The alleged errors in the deficiency notice
5. Facts supporting the alleged errors
6. The relief requested
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 The petition must be filed (or properly postmarked 
under the “mailbox rule,” IRC §7502) within the 90 day 
period
− Failure to file timely means the Tax Court lacks jurisdiction and 

will ultimately dismiss the case
− This is one of the most common causes of dismissal – and the 

easiest way to commit malpractice in a tax deficiency case
− SO:  DO NOT MISS THE 90 DAY DEADLINE!

 A qualifying taxpayer may elect the simplified pleading 
and other procedural requirements for small cases, see 
T.C. Rules 34(c), 173(a), and Appendix, Form 2 
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 There are some other documents that have to be filed 
to initiate a case:
− Designation of a city for trial
− Statement of taxpayer ID number (left out of the petition for 

privacy reasons, see TC Rule 27 and Appendix, Form 4)
− Designation of corporate affiliations
− Filing fee or application for waiver of fee

 Send the petition and related documents to the Tax 
Court only; the Tax Court clerk serves the IRS
− Do not send it to the IRS yourself, it will only confuse things
− Subsequent papers get electronically filed, and e-served too
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 A Tax Court case proceeds much like any other court 
action after the initial pleading is filed  

 The  IRS will either answer, or it will move to dismiss 
and briefing on that will ensue

 The IRS may assert a new issue (one that was not set 
forth in the deficiency notice), in which case the 
petitioner may file a reply
− This should be done timely, but the most significant limitation 

is that the IRS bears the burden of proof on the new issue

 Once the issue is “joined,” discovery ensues 
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 The Tax Court’s rules provide for most of the tools of 
discovery – interrogatories, requests for admission, 
depositions either on written questions or live 
testimony, etc.  

 BUT there are some very severe limitations on use of 
those tools, because the Tax Court expects the parties 
to stipulate to most facts and evidence.  T.C. Rule 91

 The stipulation process has been called “the bedrock of 
Tax Court practice.”  Branerton Corp. v. Comm’r, 61 T.C. 
691, 692 (1974)
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 Rule 91(a) requires the parties “to stipulate, to the fullest 
extent to which complete or qualified agreement can or 
fairly should be reached, all matters not privileged which 
are relevant to the pending case, regardless of whether 
such matters involve fact or opinion or the application of 
law to fact.”

 Stipulations must be comprehensive.  “The fact that any 
matter may have been obtained through discovery or 
requests for admission or through any other authorized 
procedure is not grounds for omitting such matter from 
the stipulation. Such procedures should be regarded as 
aids to stipulation.”  T.C. Rule 91(a)(2)
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 Therefore the Tax Court expects the parties to 
cooperate in informal discovery and the stipulation 
process before even resorting to formal discovery
− The parties ordinarily confer early in the case, and serve each 

other with so-called “Branerton letters” – informal requests for 
documents, known witnesses, subjects for stipulation, etc.

 Only if the Branerton process fails should the parties 
resort to formal discovery
− And even then the failure to stipulate may be subject to a 

motion to compel under T.C. Rule 91(f) 
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 The Tax Court’s discovery rules and procedures have 
inched closer to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure in 
recent years
− Depositions have become more common
− Requests for admissions are used to force stipulations
− Third party discovery has expanded

 Discovery is therefore an area that is in flux among tax 
practitioners
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 Hints for dealing with the stipulations process
− Be prepared.  The earlier you know your full case – all the facts, 

witnesses, and documents to prove it – the better
− Be proactive.  The petitioner has the burden of proof on most 

issues
− Be comprehensive.  But that doesn’t mean you can’t go at it 

piecemeal, one factual area or issue at a time
− Be reasonable.  You can resist stipulating to known facts or 

documents – on relevance grounds, for instance – but 
ultimately they’ll get in, so picking a fight over them isn’t 
usually worth it
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 The case will be assigned to a “calendar call” for trial 
under T.C. Rule 131

 The Court will ordinarily issue a Notice and Standing 
Pretrial Order setting the case for trial on a calendar call 
date in the city designated as the place of trial
− As a practical matter, this depends in part on how often the 

Court’s Judges travel to the designated place of trial
− It is usually set somewhere between 5 or 6 months and 1 year 

after the issue is joined
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 The pretrial order will lay out, among other matters, a 
schedule for the filing of stipulations and pretrial 
memoranda

 Continuances may be obtained under T.C. Rule 133, but 
they will be disfavored the closer the case is to the calendar 
date, and generally will be deemed dilatory and denied if 
made within 30 days of the calendar call

 If the parties are ready for trial, they show up at the 
calendar call and inform the Court of that fact, as well as the 
time anticipated to conduct the trial.  The Court will either 
then hold the trial immediately that week, or continue it to 
a certain date
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 There are provisions for getting a case out of the 
regular calendar call system

 For instance, the parties can request that a case be 
assigned to a single Judge rather than be rotated 
through the calendar call system; or they can ask to be 
placed on a special trial calendar, T.C. Rule 132
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 Many cases require the testimony of expert witnesses
 In estate and gift cases, for instance, there are 

frequently valuation issues with respect to which 
appraisals will be introduced
− Valuation errors also have an impact on total liability because 

of the valuation misstatement penalties in IRC §§6662(e) 
(income tax), (f) (pensions), (g) (estate and gift), and (h) (“gross 
valuation errors)

 Other issues on which experts testify include
− Typical policies or procedures in an industry
− The meaning of foreign law or its application 
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 T.C. Rule 143(g) requires that an expert witness must 
submit a written report that serves in lieu of direct 
testimony.  That leaves only cross-examination of the 
expert (and re-direct etc.) for the trial

 The practice is to submit expert reports 30 days prior to 
trial.  T.C. Rule 143(g)(2).  That means that discovery of 
the opponent’s experts may be compressed
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 Hot tubbing v. expert depositions
− Some Judges have held conferences of both sides’ experts in 

lieu of expert reports, discovery, and lawyers

 Large dollar cases frequently involve many experts.  So 
this is another area in which the Tax Court’s rules are 
evolving
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 The Tax Court’s jurisdiction is to “redetermine” the 
amount of the deficiency (if any).  IRC §6213(a).  It has 
to enter a final determination of the amount due –
referred to as a “decision document” or just “decision.”  
T.C. Rule 155(a)

 What tax results from the Court’s rulings on legal 
issues? 
− Sometimes it’s simple – the IRS or the taxpayer wins 100%
− But sometimes it’s extremely complicated

 The Court is not going to do complex calculations, so 
the process is ordinarily bifurcated under Rule 155
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 Following a trial or ruling on a dispositive motion, the Court 
enters its “opinion” laying out its rulings on the law

 If the parties agree as to the consequences, an agreed 
computation may be submitted, which the Court then will 
enter as its decision.  T.C. Rule 155(a)

 If the parties do not agree, then each files a computation 
of the amount it believes meets the Court’s findings and 
conclusions.  The parties also submit objections to the 
opposing party’s computation.  T.C. Rule 155(b)
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 There can even be a mini-hearing as to the correctness 
of the computations
− But the rule is very clear that the argument is limited to 

computational issues; you can’t re-argue the merits.  T.C. Rule 
155(c)

 Of special interest in estate tax cases is a provision 
allowing the parties to re-open the record where the 
issue is the computation of the estate’s legal expense 
deduction.  T.C. Rule 156
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 Once the decision document is finalized, it has the 
force and res judicata effect of a judgment as to the 
taxpayer’s tax liability for the period at issue

 The decision is final only when 
− Notice of appeal has not been filed after the (90 day) time for 

doing so has expired.  IRC §7483(a); F.R.App.P. 13(a)
− The decision is appealed, and affirmed or dismissed.  IRC 

§7483(a)(2)

 If remanded for further proceedings, the finality rules 
basically start over.  IRC §7483(a)(3)
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 Again, there’s a special rule for reopening a case in the 
event of a section 6166 election and a change in the 
amount of the deduction for administrative expenses 
(including interest) that would affect the total liability.  
IRC §7483(d)
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 Internal Revenue Code, esp. §§ 6212-6215, 7441-7487
 Official website: https://www.ustaxcourt.gov/
 Rules of the United States Tax Court (available on the 

website at: https://www.ustaxcourt.gov/rules.htm) 
 Kafka, Cavanagh, and Akins, Litigation of Federal Civil 

Tax Controversies (2d ed. 2017)
 Dubroff and Hellwig, The United States Tax Court: An 

Historical Analysis (2d ed. 2014)
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Disclaimer
This communication does not provide legal advice, nor does it create an attorney-client relationship with you or any other reader. If you require legal guidance in any specific 
situation, you should engage a qualified lawyer for that purpose. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome. 

Attorney Advertising 
It is possible that under the laws, rules, or regulations of certain jurisdictions, this may be construed as an advertisement or solicitation.
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